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ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of this thesis is to examine the circulation of photographic postcards 

depicting lynching events in the United States, as well as the changing contexts and gaze. The 

initial mailing of the postcards to far away family and friends, some including handwriting on the 

versos, makes apparent the desire to spread white supremacist ideals across the country. These 

photographs, often depicting the victim’s suffering body amongst a crowd of people, were then 

placed in family photo albums, hidden in attics, or sold in flea markets. It was in these locations 

that collector James Allen found the photographs depicting lynching events that compose the 

Allen/Littlefield Collection, which toured the United States from 2000-2005 in the exhibition 

“Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America.” Through the utilization of the 

accompanying catalog, I discuss the circulation of multiple mailed photographic postcards with 

handwritten texts on the versos, the reporting of lynching events in newspapers from varying 

regions of the United States, and the recent exhibitions of the Allen/Littlefield Collection, as well 

as art works reappropriating lynching photographs. It is my aim to illustrate the impact of context 

on the viewing of lynching images and how the gaze of the spectator changes over time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 A critical view of photographs requires awareness of the constantly changing relationship 

between spectator and object. From the moment of the photograph’s creation there is the gaze of 

a photographer falling upon a subject, which is followed by the circulation of the resulting 

photograph allowing for others to view the event and those captured secondhand. As the 

photographic object remains intact and circulated it is constantly viewed with the distance from 

the original moment in time expanding. In this thesis, I examine photographs of lynchings dating 

back to the early twentieth-century and subsequent exhibitions of related imagery to discuss the 

relationship between the gazes within and outside of a photograph.1 In particular, I will focus on 

multiple photographic postcards that were circulated via the mail, the reporting of lynching 

events in newspapers across the country, and the exhibition of these previously collected trophy 

images in order to demonstrate the impact of context on the viewing of lynching photographs. 

Hangings first occurred in the American West as a form of capital punishment. However, 

after the mid-nineteenth-century there was a visible increase in extrajudicial hangings occurring 

in secret. These events have been romanticized in popular culture and historical texts to paint a 

mythologized picture of what has become known as the “Wild West.” 2 Consequently, as Leon F. 

                                                 
1 This thesis is not intended to be an in-depth analysis of the topic of lynching in America. I chose to focus 

specifically on photographed lynchings of black males, with the majority discussed occurring in the South, and 

utilized Without Sanctuary as my main source of imagery. It is important to note that neither women nor families 

were excluded from mob violence, nor were other races or regions of the United States. For details of lynchings in 

the western United States, see Ken Gonzales-Day, Lynching in the West: 1850-1935 (Durham: Duke University 

Press, 2006). For an account of the lynching of Mary Turner, a pregnant, black woman, see Leon F. Liwack, 

“HELLHOUNDS” (2000) in Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America (Santa Fe: Twin Palms 

Publishers, 2000), 8-37. I also chose to use the terms “black” and “white,” unless quoted, as Dora Apel used the 

same rhetoric in her scholarship, which has highly influenced my research and writing. Furthermore, I chose not to 

illustrate the included figures as many feel that showing atrocity images re-victimizes the victim. The titles for 

Figures 1-11 on the included List of Figures are taken directly from Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in 

America (Santa Fe: Twin Palms Publishers, 2000). 
2 It is rare that these legal and/or unregulated executions are considered connected to the history of black lynchings 

throughout the United States, but they must be recognized as a precursor. See Gonzales-Day, Lynching in the West. 
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Litwack has argued, hangings evolved into a “participatory ritual of torture and death, a 

voyeuristic spectacle” performed across the United States.3 With the spread of the extrajudicial 

violence came the inclusion of acts such as burning and flaying, resulting in the term “lynching” 

to encompass more than the sole punishment of death by hanging, with an emphasis on multiple 

people inciting the event.4  

In the latter half of the nineteenth-century lynchings became broadcasted spectacles, the 

dates and times of which, if planned, were published by local newspapers and spread via word of 

mouth. Thousands of locals would appear, creating carnival-like atmospheres as children would 

have time off from school to attend with their parents and trains would be specially chartered to 

take people to the locations. Victims would be dragged to the chosen spot and tortured as the 

convened mobs pushed for better views and yelled to encourage the leaders. After the victim was 

pronounced dead people would fight for shreds of clothing, body parts, pieces of rope, or 

anything that they could get their hands on to act as souvenirs and trophies.5 

Defined as decorative objects awarded as prizes for victories, trophies are typically made 

for hunters to put on display. They can be in the form of a photograph depicting them with their 

kill, a taxidermy of the animal, or rugs, blankets, or clothes created from the animals’ hides. This 

practice was taken to new extremes with the merging of lynching culture and the advent of 

photography. The new medium allowed for a view of the spectacle to be collected and relived 

infinitely, with its display or circulation acting as a means of fortifying the white patriarchy.  

                                                 
3 Litwack, “HELLHOUNDS,” 13. 
4 The Oxford Dictionary defines a lynching as “(a group of people) kill (someone) for an alleged offence without a 

legal trial, especially by hanging” with an origin of the mid-nineteenth century. See “Lynch,” English Oxford Living 

Dictionaries, accessed July 9, 2017, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/lynch. 
5 For more information on the environments of lynchings and the actions of the mob see, Gonzales-Day, Lynching 

in the West, particularly chapter three, In the Shadow of Photography: Copy Prints in the Archive. 
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Margaret Olin’s essay on the gaze strongly supports the comparison between photographs 

of lynchings and the collecting of trophies. She writes, “[the gaze is] the result of our own 

struggle for self-mastery. The gaze, then, corresponds to desire, the desire for self-completion 

through another. There is a struggle over the gaze: one gets to look, to be the master of the gaze; 

the other (or Other) is looked at.”6 Furthermore, “to acknowledge someone visually is to make 

that person a part of oneself, a possession, as though the person whose image is seen enters 

another’s body through the window of the eyes and ceases to lead a separate life.”7 The majority 

of lynchings were of those considered to be a minority in the United States at the time, making 

the Other the one that is looked at and owned through photographs. Within Olin’s rubric, by 

gazing at the Other self-completion is accomplished as the photograph is used as a means of 

enforcing the ideals of white supremacy that were of great importance to contemporary society. 

This thesis is structured into three chapters that situate lynching photographs by the 

context in which they are seen: first, semi-private circulation amongst family and friends via the 

postal system; second, the widespread release of information in the press; and third, the present-

day exhibition and reappropriation of lynching imagery. Through the visual analysis of multiple 

photographic postcards, I highlight the desire of members of the lynch mob to be seen and 

memorialized, and explain how the creation and dissemination of these trophy images 

immortalized the ideals of white supremacy. To illustrate the power of the press I examine the 

rhetoric and imagery in historic newspaper articles to map the evolution of newspaper opinions 

from the peak of lynching to the birth of the civil rights movement, and how they reinforce 

changing social views. Finally, I study the recent displays of lynching photographs in the multi-

                                                 
6 Margaret Olin, “The Gaze,” in Critical Terms for Art History Second Edition, ed. Robert S. Nelson and Richard 

Shiff (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2003), 325. 
7 Ibid., 327. 
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venue exhibition Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America and in the works of 

artist Ken Gonzales-Day to assess the evolution of the gaze over time.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 The exhibition “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” was originally titled “Witness: 

Photographs of Lynchings from the Collection of James Allen”, however it changed titles when relocated from the 

Roth Horowitz Gallery to the New York Historical Society and continued to tour with the title of “Without 

Sanctuary” at subsequent venues. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature on atrocity photographs, the history of lynching, and the history and politics of 

visual representation has been vital to this thesis. The publications, essays, and articles discussed 

come from several disciplines including art and history.  

The exhibition “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” and its 

accompanying catalog brought the visual history of lynching into the spotlight and sparked a 

wave of critical texts in the ensuing decade. “Without Sanctuary” was exhibited in multiple 

venues in the United States between 2000 and 2005 leading to a variety of newspaper articles 

and exhibition reviews chronicling visitor reactions to the included photographs collected by 

James Allen. The work coincided with the publication of fundamental texts between 2000 and 

2004 on the relationship between the gaze and traumatic images, including Ulrich Baer’s 

Spectral Evidence: The Photography of Trauma and Susan Sontag’s Regarding the Pain of 

Others. 

In Spectral Evidence, Baer examines photographs “revealing experiences that have not 

been, and possibly cannot be, assimilated into a […] continuous narrative” to make evident the 

importance of perspective.9 It is his belief that some people experience life as individual 

moments rather than in a sequence. As will be confronted in this thesis, photography typically 

only seizes a moment in time rather than an entire scene or experience that an individual lived 

through. Baer suggests that images as individual moments are most powerful as photography can 

act as an access point to a “kind of experience that is explosive, instantaneous, distinct – a 

chance to see in a photograph not narrative, not history, but possibly trauma.”10 Additionally, 

                                                 
9 Ulrich Baer, Spectral Evidence: The Photography of Trauma, (The MIT Press, 2002), 1. 
10 Ibid., 6. 
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Baer comments on the reappropriation of photographs of trauma, writing that we should “re-see 

images of victimhood from positions that break with the photographer’s perspective of mastery” 

to reclaim the victim’s visual history, a point that will be discussed in chapter three in relation to 

the art work of Ken Gonzales-Day.11  

The following year, Susan Sontag published the book Regarding the Pain of Others 

which has become a seminal text in the study of photographs depicting atrocities and traumatic 

events. In it she discusses several photographs, publications, and events that are debated 

instances of spectatorship, including Robert Capa’s “The Falling Soldier,” Ernst Friedrich’s 

Krieg dem Kriege! (War Against War!) of 1924, Virgina Woolf’s 1938 publication Three 

Guineas, the “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” exhibition, and 

photographs of the Vietnam War. Sontag extensively discusses the context of viewing images of 

others’ pain, yet the visual material detailed in Regarding the Pain of Others is never illustrated. 

As will be seen throughout this thesis, scholars continuously return to Sontag’s writing as a 

foundation for their own research. 

In 2004, art historian Dora Apel published Imagery of Lynching: Black Men, White 

Women, and the Mob, in which she specifically discusses lynching imagery throughout history, 

including chapters on Emmett Till and lynching narratives in contemporary art. This can be 

considered the first book dedicated to tracking the history of lynching through images. Imagery 

of Lynching coincided with the release of images of torture from Abu Ghraib, bringing atrocity 

photographs vividly into the American contemporary political consciousness. In response, Apel 

wrote “Torture Culture: Lynching Photographs and the Images of Abu Ghraib,” discussing 

parallels between twentieth-century lynching images and those from the twenty-first-century 

                                                 
11 Ibid., 22. 
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prison. The year prior, Sontag wrote an article in The New York Times Magazine entitled 

“Regarding the Torture of Others,” echoing the title of her 2003 publication. In the article, she 

explores the creation and dissemination of the Abu Ghraib photographs with a brief comparison 

to those of lynchings.  

In 2006, artist Ken Gonzales-Day published Lynching in the West: 1850-1935, the first 

in-depth analysis of lynchings of Latinos, Native Americans, Chinese, and other communities 

that occurred in California. He began research for the book in 1999, prior to the exhibition and 

accompanying catalog of Allen’s collection, and has created multiple photographic series 

surrounding it.12 The following year, Apel and Shawn Michelle Smith co-authored Lynching 

Photographs, a volume in the Defining Moments in American Photography series. This book, 

which includes one essay by each author, has become a vital text in the study of lynching 

photographs as both authors discuss the responsibilities of looking by utilizing different 

photographs and their circulation history. Additionally, Apel’s “Lynching Photographs and the 

Politics of Public Shaming” includes further comparison of images of lynchings to those of Abu 

Ghraib as both “employ similar strategies of domination and control” through circulation as 

private souvenirs.13 Lynching Photographs is followed by the continuous publication of 

scholarship focusing on looking at atrocity images and the related ethics in both a broad sense 

and dedicated solely to lynching images. 

It was not until “Torture and the ethics of photography,” an essay that was originally 

given as a lecture in 2007, that Judith Butler introduces the importance of studying the 

interrelationship of words and images in this vein of photography – specifically through the 

                                                 
12 Ken Gonzales-Day, “Conversations: Ken Gonzales-Day, Grant Kester, Elize Mazadiego, and Jenn Moreno,” 

Silent Witness: Violence and Representation: Pros* 1 (Spring 2011): 22. 
13 Dora Apel and Shawn Michelle Smith, Lynching Photographs, (The University of California Press, 2007), 77. 
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caption – in her discussion of the Abu Ghraib photographs utilizing her own past writings and 

those of Sontag. Although Butler does not distinctively draw a connection between nineteenth 

and twentieth-century lynching photographs and those of the twenty-first-century tortured 

prisoners, as does Apel, the relationship is evident. She begins the essay by proposing how the 

presentation of photographs impacts the viewer’s response. Butler makes clear her understanding 

that this is not a new question, especially because she explored a similar issue in Precarious Life 

(2004), which was written prior to the release of the Abu Ghraib photographs and utilized, 

instead, ones from Guantanamo Bay that lacked similar details of torture. In continuing her 

discussion of the context in which an image is viewed, Butler points to Sontag’s argument that 

photographs do not have the ability to build an interpretation on their own as they need captions 

to move beyond the image. Butler agrees that captions can be necessary but in images with a 

political background “we come to interpret that interpretation that has been imposed on us” by 

higher powers.14 We, as readers and viewers, know that what we are seeing is true, “this really 

happened, and yet, the truth of what we see has already been selected for us – and in that way we 

do not know precisely where the happening begins and ends” because editorial decisions are 

being made.15 This is extremely important when discussing photographs depicting others’ pain; 

as will be discussed in chapter two of this thesis, the articles, images, and captions selected by 

different nineteenth and twentieth-century news outlets were of particular importance in regard 

to their specific audiences and views towards lynchings. Butler again mentions Sontag’s 

scholarship, “as [she] claims, the contemporary notion of atrocity requires photographic 

evidence, then the only way to establish that torture or atrocity has taken place is through 

                                                 
14 Judith Butler, “Torture and the ethics of photography,” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 25 

(2007), 952. 
15 Ibid., 960. Original emphasis. 
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photographic evidence, at which point the evidence constitutes the phenomenon.”16 Photography 

as evidence becomes key in this thesis’ discussion of the lynching of Emmett Till in which there 

are only photographs depicting the boy before and after his death. This lack of photographic 

evidence of his murder permitted the acquittal of his accused murderers who later confessed to 

the crime.  

Included in this essay is Butler’s analysis of the camera and the photographer as 

important components of the captured event. She writes, “the question of guilt has been 

juridically restricted to those who committed such actions or who were responsible for those who 

did commit such actions. […] One question that is not often asked is, who were the people who 

took these photos, and what can we infer from their occluded spatial relation to the image 

itself?”17 She continues by questioning the photographer’s intentions – did they take the photo to 

expose abuse or to participate in the event? Either way, Butler asks the viewer to understand that 

there are different “structural and spatial dynamics” of each photograph that can offer 

“alternative points of view for our understanding of these events.”18 It is here that Sontag’s and 

Butler’s analyses of the Abu Ghraib photographs converse in such a way that relates to early 

lynching photographs. Butler points out that the Abu Ghraib image files were found on digital 

cameras interspersed with files depicting “the local bazaar, friends smiling and eating, soldiers 

saluting the flag, views of the street and neighborhood […].”19 It was Sontag who wrote three 

years earlier that  

to live is to be photographed, to have a record of one’s life […] But to live is also to pose. 

[…] There is the deep satisfaction of being photographed, to which one is now more 

inclined to respond not with a stiff, direct gaze (as in former times) but with glee. The 

                                                 
16 Ibid., 957. 
17 Ibid., 958 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid., 960 
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events are in part designed to be photographed. The grin is a grin for the camera. There 

would be something missing if, after stacking the naked men, you couldn’t take a picture 

of them.20 

 

Just as the twenty-first-century torture photographs were found surrounded by banal imagery, it 

can be inferred by Allen discovering several of the photographs in his collection within family 

albums that images of lynching events were taken on rolls of film that also included those 

depicting daily life. Furthermore, with the height of lynching corresponding to the rise of the 

photographic medium a connection can be made between the circulation of photographs of early 

lynchings as postcards and those of Abu Ghraib circulated via email during the rise of digital 

technology. The connection between the two events involving atrocity images continues in 

Sontag’s comments regarding an event being designed for photographs and the deep satisfaction 

of being photographed. The mobs pictured in lynching images clearly posed so that they would 

be cemented in history as postcards of the event were circulated to instill the ideals of white 

supremacy, while military personnel posed alongside their torture victims to spread the notion of 

the United States military being the most powerful in the world.  

In 2008, historian Susan A. Crane published “Choosing Not to Look: Representation, 

Repatriation, and Holocaust Atrocity Photography” in the journal History and Theory. Although 

lynching imagery is only mentioned in its footnotes, the essay does discuss the delicate topic of 

viewership surrounding atrocity photography, specifically through the analysis of images of 

Holocaust victims taken by Nazis. It is Crane’s belief that scholars must be critical of their 

sources by asking more of photographs than the public does, such as questioning the provenance 

of the image and who exactly the subject is identified as. However, even if these precautions are 

                                                 
20 Susan Sontag, “Regarding the Torture of Others,” The New York Times Magazine, May 23, 2004. 
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taken, “how, then, do we responsibly face the possibility that viewing atrocity images revivifies 

the perpetrator’s gaze, re-enacting the dehumanization and terrorizing of the victim?”21 

To answer the question, if atrocity photographs should be viewed, Crane also dissects 

Sontag’s Regarding the Pain of Others by returning to the discussed text Three Guineas by 

Virginia Woolf who believed that photographs could motivate intervention. However, Woolf 

also considered the fact that witnessing atrocities enables more violence. Crane picks up on this 

idea by pointing out that neither Sontag nor Woolf included photographs in their books even 

though their individual discussions centered around atrocity images. This leads into the 

explanation of Crane’s methods for teaching University students about imagery from the 

Holocaust. She notes that she has only once shown the Allied Signal Corps film to students as 

she “refuse[s] to pander to morbid curiosity” as “seeing atrocity images in ignorance only shocks 

the senses; it does not teach meaning-making or historical truthfulness, and it risks kitsch.”22 

Crane concludes her article by suggesting that atrocity photographs be repatriated to the people 

depicted in them or to institutions that would act on their behalf, citing the Native American 

Grave Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) as a successful instance of returning sacred 

materials, in this case human remains, to their homes. 

The following year, Amy Louise Wood released Lynching and Spectacle: Witnessing 

Racial Violence in America, 1890-1940, a book that provides an overview of the history of 

lynching in America and the imagery that remains. In it she articulates the theory that white 

supremacy had to be shared for it to remain a strong ideal. It is her belief that the invention of 

photography created a new way for white supremacy to be disseminated through the creation of 

                                                 
21 Susan Crane, “Choosing Not to Look: Representation, Repatriation, and Holocaust Atrocity Photography,” 

History and Theory 47, no 3 (2008): 311. 
22 Ibid., 316. 
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images at lynching events that could be collected and mailed to people across the country. This 

idea interacts with Crane’s questioning of the possibility that viewing atrocity imagery in the 

present resurrects the perpetrators gaze, a topic that was debated in published newspaper articles 

about “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America.” 

In 2009 philosopher Jacques Rancière published The Emancipated Spectator which 

includes a chapter entitled The Intolerable Image. It is here that Rancière asks the simple 

question of “what makes an image intolerable?” However, he immediately acknowledges that it 

subsequently raises the question of “is it acceptable to make such images and exhibit them to 

others?”23 It is Rancière’s belief that being a spectator of images is negative as action is the way 

to combat “the evil of the image” and “those of us who are viewing the images […] will never 

act, [and instead] will forever remain spectators of a life spent in the image.”24 However, 

Rancière later explains that we must challenge the idea that in constantly viewing horrific images 

we are made insensitive. As can be seen in the photographs of Abu Ghraib, the media does not 

drown us in atrocity images but rather reduces the number through the careful editing of what to 

release – a technique also used by twentieth-century newspapers in their reporting of lynching 

events in which they chose photographs based on their audience’s views. As will be discussed in 

chapter two, Rancière also wrote on the inability of a photograph to capture “the totality” of an 

event, such as a lynching, which can be seen as another reason why they should not be viewed.25 

Two years later, in 2011, scholar Roger I. Simon wrote “A shock to thought: Curatorial 

judgment and the public exhibition of ‘difficult knowledge.’ Through detailing multiple 

exhibition stops of “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America,” Simon discusses 

                                                 
23 Jacques Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator, translated by Gregory Elliott (London: Verso, 2009), 83. 
24 Ibid., 87-88. 
25 Ibid., 89. 
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the idea that photographs of lynchings should not be viewed as it is his belief that spectators will 

think that looking and having an empathetic response will be enough of an action to combat such 

violence that is still present in society. His response, which is analyzed in chapter three, calls 

upon curators to create exhibitions that provoke visitors, suggesting that it is the systems and 

institutions in which viewing is done that are the issue, rather than the question of if the images 

should be viewed at all. 

The following year, art historian Linda Kim published “A Law of Unintended 

Consequences: United States Postal Censorship of Lynching Photography” in which she 

analyzes multiple cases of attempts at mailing lynching postcards following the 1908 revision of 

the Comstock Act. It is her argument that an inconsistent enforcement of this law, which banned 

the mailing of postcards depicting lynchings, reflects an inconsistent collective opinion of the 

spectacles. Though illegal, as previously discussed, photographic postcards of lynchings became 

the main way of disseminating white supremacist ideals that, as theorized by Wood, had to be 

shared to remain intact. The Comstock Act and the 1908 revision, known as Section 3893, 

obstructed the ease in which such postcards were previously mailed. 

Scholarship on photographs of lynching events emerged with an initial spark from the 

exhibition “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America,” continued with the release 

of and evident relationship to the photographs of Abu Ghraib, and continues with the debates of 

if atrocity photographs should be viewed. This trajectory has greatly impacted how this thesis 

has been organized and written, with each side of conversation having been identified and 

thought about. It is my aim that the scholarship discussed in this literature review is evident 

throughout this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 1  

SPECTATORSHIP AND PRIVATE CIRCULATION 

In examining photographs of lynchings from approximately 1860 to 1930 a shift is 

evident in the depiction of the events. Prior to the twentieth century, spectators are less likely to 

appear in the images, whereas after 1900 it is apparent that most participants desired to be seen 

among the crowd at the event. In an image from the June 1920 lynching of Elias Clayton, Elmer 

Jackson, and Isaac McGhie the male dominated crowd parts in the center allowing the unknown 

photographer to focus the image on the three lifeless bodies dangling from a telephone pole (fig. 

1). Each spectator faces the camera, some craning their necks around their neighbors while 

others in the back stand as tall as possible to ensure their faces are identifiable. In another 1920 

example, also by an unknown photographer, a crowd poses below the suspended body of Lige 

Daniels (fig. 2). In the front are young boys of Center, Texas, nicely dressed in button-up shirts 

and ties, eager to show their presence at the event. Unaware of the possibility of any future 

consequences for their actions, they are likely there because most of the community, including 

their relatives, are, as evidenced in the photograph by the towering men, one of whom stands out 

on the right due to his wide, toothy grin. In Lawrence Beitler’s photograph of the 1930 Marion, 

Indiana lynching of Thomas Shipp and Abram Smith most of the spectators closest to the camera 

are turned around toward it with nothing to shield their identities from being forever cemented in 

history (fig. 3). A young man and young woman hold hands and smile towards the photographer, 

while an older man with a tattooed arm extends his index finger in the air, pointing at the two 

suspended bodies. 
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Shawn Michelle Smith calls the phenomenon of lynchings experienced as family events 

“the intergenerational reproduction of white supremacist violence.”26 Historian Amy Louise 

Wood explains in her book Lynching Spectacle: Witnessing Racial Violence in America, 1890-

1940 that white supremacy was an ideology that “required constant replenishing and constant 

reenvisioning.” 27 Each lynching event acted as a performance to be witnessed in order for white 

supremacy to continue as a strong principle. This is most visible in unique photographic 

postcards that were mailed to out-of-town family members and friends with handwritten 

messages on the backs. One noteworthy instance bears the inscription, “This is the Barbecue we 

had last night. My picture is to the left with a cross over it. Your sone [sic] Joe.”28 (fig. 4) Here, 

the death of a person, identified as William Stanley, considered inferior, strengthens a family 

bond by “enabling whiteness to be shared.”29 When examined closely, one can see that Joe 

ensured that his parents would know of his attendance by making a mark above his pictured 

figure on the left (fig. 5). This aspect and the strong feelings regarding the victim conveyed by 

describing the event as a “barbecue,” makes this postcard a prime example of white supremacy 

ideals shared via a circulated photograph. 

The 1920 image of Lige Daniels, previously discussed, was also sent as a postcard from 

an Aunt Myrtle to a second person tasked with giving the token to a person named Bud. “This 

was made in the court yard in Center Texas he is a 16 year old Black boy. He killed Earl’s 

Grandma she was Florence’s mother. Give this to Bud. Frome [sic] Aunt Myrtle” is handwritten 

on the verso (fig. 6). Just as the young boys in the photograph are proud to show their presence at 

                                                 
26 Apel and Smith, Lynching Photographs, 25.  
27 Amy Louise Wood, Lynching and Spectacle: Witnessing Racial Violence in America, 1890-1940 (The University 

of North Carolina Press, 2009), 8. 
28 Smith notes that she discusses this postcard in her book Photography on the Color Line: W.E.B. Du Bois, Race, 

and Visual Culture (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 122-125. 
29 Apel and Smith, Lynching Photographs, 25.  
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the event, it is possible that Aunt Myrtle purchased the postcard from a storefront to show the 

pride she had in her community and the actions that they took against the boy accused of murder. 

Another photographic postcard purchased at a date much later than the lynching 

illustrates the March 3, 1910 lynching of Allen Brooks. In preparation for circulation the postal 

service postmarked the verso as June of 1910 at 11:30 PM from Dallas, Tex.30 “Well John – This 

is a token of a great day we had in Dallas March 3rd a negro was hung for an assault on a three 

year old girl. I saw this on my noon hour. I was very much in the bunch. You can see the negro 

hanging on a telephone pole.” This inscription, which lacks punctuation, on the verso of a 

postcard addressed to a Dr. J. W. F. Williams of LaFayette, Christian County, Kentucky 

documents the pleased tone of the sender who attended the brutal lynching during his lunch 

break (fig. 7). The handwriting resumes around the border of the recto: “All OK and would like 

to get a post from you –Bill –” starts at the top and continues onto the right side of the image, 

while “This was some Raw Bunch –” is in the border below the pictured crowd which appears 

endless (fig. 8). In a manner similar to that of the postcard sent from Joe to his parents, Bill drew 

a marking on the photograph, in this case a large, bold arrow pointing to a dark figure, 

presumably the accused criminal, raised above the crowd, again illustrating the penalty given to 

alleged unlawful blacks.31 

One postcard featured in Without Sanctuary is significant due to its date and handwritten 

inscription on the verso, but lack of an address, stamp, and postmark. The photograph depicts 

                                                 
30 A portion of the postmarked date is obstructed making the exact date in June unknown. Based on what is visible 

in the reproduction available to me it could be June 11th, 14th, 17th, or 19th. In the “Notes On The Plates” section of 

Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America, James Allen writes the postmarked date as June 11, 1910. 
31 Blacks would typically be placed in jail to await trial, however there is evidence in numerous newspaper articles, 

including some discussed in Chapter 2, that mobs would storm the jails to break the victim out and seek justice on 

their own – the results being lynching events. If an accused black criminal made it to their trial the jury would 

frequently be made up of all white males, as preceding Norris v. Alabama (1935) there was not a law prohibiting the 

exclusion of blacks from juries. 
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four black men, identified as Virgil Jones, Robert Jones, Thomas Jones, and Joseph Riley, 

hanging from a tree by ropes tied around their necks (fig. 9). Their hands are bound behind their 

backs and their clothes are intact, illustrating no signs of struggle. The verso reads, “I bought this 

in Hopkinsville. 15¢ each. They are not on sale openly. I forgot to send it until just now I ran 

across it. I read an account of the night riders affairs where it says these men were hung without 

any apparent cause or reason whatever. A law was passed forbidding these to be sent thru the 

mail or to be sold anymore” (fig. 10). 

Linda Kim discusses this particular postcard in regard to a 1908 law mentioned on the 

verso in her article “A Law of Unintended Consequences: United States Postal Censorship of 

Lynching Photography.” Kim details the Comstock Act and Section 3893 of the Revised 

Statutes, both important factors for the circulation of lynching imagery via the postal service, 

before analyzing three cases in which lynching postcards were deposited at a post office, two of 

which she refers to as “instances of eccentric readings of section 3893.”32 It is her aim to utilize 

specific cases of imagery – including the lynching of Leander Shaw in Pensacola, Florida, that of 

a quadruple lynching in Russellville, Kentucky, and that of another multiple persons lynching in 

Hemphill, Texas – to demonstrate how the inconsistent enforcement of a law banning these types 

of images from mail circulation echoes an “[…] inconsistent development of a national 

consensus against lynching.”33 Additionally, it is her belief that the law is the cause for the lack 

of visibility of lynchings in public history as it forced the movement of images to underground 

networks for circulation and hiding.34 As will be evident in the chapter three discussion of 

                                                 
32 Linda Kim, “A Law of Unintended Consequences: United States Postal Censorship of Lynching Photographs,” 

Visual Resources 28, no. 2 (2012): 177. 
33 Ibid., 171. 
34 There is currently no concrete evidence as to whether the lack of visibility regarding lynching photographs is due 

to present-day censorship, the early twentieth-century push into hiding caused by Section 3893 of the Comstock Act, 
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twenty-first century exhibitions of lynching photographs, there have been mixed reactions from 

viewers of these images as they have been rarely seen by the public in the discussion of this 

period of United States history.  

The Comstock Act was passed in 1873 to ban the publication of obscene content, as well 

as its circulation in the mail, however, the law mainly focused on nudity. The 1908 amendment 

to the Comstock Act was created to include new materials under the heading of obscenity: “[…] 

the term ‘indecent’ within the intendment of this section shall include matter of a character 

tending to incite arson, murder, or assassination.”35 Thus, violence was legally categorized as 

obscene content, and included imagery of lynched victims, which many considered to be a 

murderous action. The law went into effect immediately on May 27, 1908 with the Postmaster 

General of Washington DC quickly issuing instructions to all postmasters in the country on June 

17, 1908. 

The first case discussed by Kim is that of Edward Ware in Pensacola, Florida. Ware’s 

attempt to mail photographic postcards depicting a lynching has a heavy impact on the reading of 

the Comstock Act and section 3893’s revisions because of the handwritten text on the versos of 

his two postcards. One, addressed to a D. Quina of Jacksonville, Florida, stated, “This is the 

nigger brute they hung in the Plaza July 29, and riddled him with bullets. Dock, how is this for 

the Pensacolians?” while the other, addressed to a Mrs. Susie Farmer of Atmore, Alabama, 

stated, “This is Leander Shaw that the people lynched July 29. Cousin Susie, how is this for the 

Pensacolians?”36 Ware’s postcards represent one of the earliest cited instances of an individual 

being arrested for mailing lynching imagery. Because of its close, two-month proximity to the 

                                                 
or a combination of the two. It should also be noted that the Comstock Act did not completely cease the circulation 

of lynching imagery as the photographs were used in widely seen anti-lynching campaigns. 
35 Kim, 174. 
36 Ibid., 177. 
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law revision, it caused great confusion regarding how to enforce section 3893. In this instance, 

United States Commissioner Frederick W. Marsh, who convened the grand jury before which 

Ware appeared, called into question the semantics of the legislation, specifically the use of “to 

incite” when speaking of “arson, murder, or assassination.” The issue was that Ware mailed the 

photographic postcards of Shaw’s lynching after the violence had already been incited and taken 

place. In response, Commissioner Marsh found that “exhibition of pictures or other details of the 

acts of a mob, coupled with laudatory expressions were contemplated to incite a murderous 

desire in the recipient to accomplish a similar result should occasion offer in the future,” 

concluding that “Ware’s writing [was] evidence of his intent to applaud the violent action of the 

mob taken against Shaw and to incite his addressee to emulate the mob’s example.”37 Therefore, 

Ware’s handwritten messages in conjunction with the photograph was capable of influencing the 

recipient to incite mob violence against blacks.  

Not considered in the case of Ware was whether he – the sender – or the maker of the 

image – the photographer – was responsible for the obscenity of a mailed lynching postcard. To 

examine the issue of responsibility, Kim details two cases of unidentified individuals attempting 

to deposit photographic postcards in the mail – one at a Hopkinsville, Kentucky post office and 

the other at one in Austin, Texas. Both images depicted lynchings involving multiple victims 

with the recto doctored. In one instance (fig. 9), the original black and white photograph of the 

quadruple lynching had become a lithographed, colored image with the word “WARNING” 

added as a sign on the far-right body, and a descriptive paragraph was included, stating, 

“TAKEN FROM DEATH,” LYNCHING AT RUSSELVILLE [sic], LOGAN COUNTY, 

KENTUCKY, JULY 31, 1908. 

HANGED ON THE OLD PROCTOR LYNCHING TREE. THIS IS A MULTIPLE 

CEDAR TREE AND THESE FOUR MAKE A TOTAL OF NINE MEN LYNCHED ON 

                                                 
37 Ibid., 178. 
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THIS TREE, SOME WERE WHITE MEN. THIS TREE IS AN OLD LAND MARK 

AND WAS AN OLD CEDAR TREE, EVEN IN THE YOUNGEST DAYS OF THE 

OLDEST SETTLERS. RUSSELLVILLE IS ONE OF THE PIONEER TOWNS AND 

WAS SETTLED IN A CANE BRAKE. THIS IS AN EXACT PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN 

AT DAWN AUG 1, 08. 

COPYRIGHTED 1908, BY JACK MORTON, SALESMAN, STAHLMAN BUILDING, 

NASHVILLE, TENN, U. S. A.  

 

It is not clear if Jack Morton was the photographer of this image, or if he manufactured the 

lithographs, therefore having added the text, or if he played both roles. However, in the case of a 

postcard depicting the June 15, 1908 lynching of five black men in Hemphill, Texas, Kim is 

certain that the addition of a verse titled “The Dogwood Tree” was by the postcard manufacturer, 

i.e. “a separate agent from the photographer.”38 With lines such as, “A lesson once taught in the 

Pioneer’s school, That this a land of WHITE MAN’S RULE,” it is clear that this photographic 

postcard published by the Harkrider Drug Co. of Center, Texas was circulated as a warning for 

blacks. Again, text was more incriminating to the post office than the photographs as, according 

to Kim,  

The problem was not simply that the text made too explicit what had always remained 

implicit in lynchings and their photographic postcards. The text actually restructured the 

white individual’s relationship to lynching’s message, transforming the role of the white 

recipient of the postcard from a passive, casual consumer of the image into being 

recruited quite explicitly by the reference to race in the lynch mob’s activities.39  

 

However, not all postcards received the same legal treatment as evidenced by the photographic 

postcard depicting the lynching of Allen Brooks in 1910, which was mailed approximately two 

years after section 3893’s revision with, as discussed earlier, handwriting, a stamp, a postmark, 

and an address included on the verso (fig. 7). The sender of this postcard successfully mailed the 

image and message without being indicted. It is clear, then, that at least in some cases, the postal 

                                                 
38 Ibid., 182. 
39 Ibid. 
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ban on matter tending to incite arson, murder, or assassination, in regard to lynching postcards, 

was inconsistently followed and enforced. 

To avoid the 1908 legislation and continue the circulation of postcards illustrating 

lynchings as a means of maintaining white supremacist ideals, senders would simply mail the 

postcards in an envelope to circumvent the gaze of the government. This is believed to be how an 

unidentified sender mailed the postcard depicting the lynching of Virgil Jones, Robert Jones, 

Thomas Jones, and Joseph Riley found in Hopkinsville for 15¢. As described earlier, the verso 

contains handwriting, but lacks postage, a postmark, and an address, alluding to its concealed 

circulation (fig. 10). According to Wood, lynching imagery had to remain in circulation, 

regardless of the law, to replenish and disseminate the idea that whites are the most superior 

race;  

[photography] created a fixed image of a united and orderly white citizenry in full 

mastery over supposedly savage and inhuman black men, an image that authenticated and 

reinforced the racist ideology that had justified and incited the violence. The subsequent 

public display and circulation of these kinds of images ensured that the lynching was 

visually remembered and repeatedly witnessed, that it was perpetually alive or in force.40  

 

The memory of Shipp and Smith’s lynching was discovered three years after the event in 

the form of a shrine protected from damaging elements to live on forever in the collection of a 

Missouri Klan member. A print of Beitler’s photograph is matted and framed alongside a handful 

of one of the victim’s hair (fig. 11). An inscription on the inner matte, positioned next to the 

mass of black hair, reads “Bo pointn to his niga [sic],” while one on the outer matte states "Klan 

4th Joplin, Mo. 33,” possibly identifying the gesturing Bo as a member of a Joplin, Missouri Ku 

Klux Klan branch.41 This object can be defined as a piece of memorabilia, a trophy to racial 

                                                 
40 Wood, Lynching and Spectacle, 76. 
41 According to James Allen in the “Notes On The Plates” section of Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in 

America, at the time of publication, Indiana historians were interviewing people old enough to have been residing in 

Marion at the time of the 1930 lynching, however no one yet knew who Bo was. See 176-177.  
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hatred and a means to ensure its immortality in a way similar to that of a postcard, yet, without 

being in the gaze of the law.  

 The framed image of the 1930 lynching of Shipp and Smith is evidence of Kim’s belief 

that the 1908 legislation forced most images to go underground or into hiding in personal 

collections. This theory is possible as most lynchings happened at a time in photographic history 

in which the camera was newly available to the larger public. In the summer of 1888, newly 

founded Kodak introduced the Kodak #1, a camera that came ready-loaded with a roll of film 

allowing for 100-exposures. After finishing the roll, the consumer would mail the camera to 

Rochester for developing and, shortly after, they would receive 2 ½-inch circular prints.42 

Photography became even more widely accessible with the invention of the Brownie, which in 

1900 cost one dollar, an affordable price for the everyday person. The use of cameras at 

lynchings is evidenced by an opinion piece printed in the June 1915 issue of Crisis: 

Hundreds of kodaks [sic] clicked all morning at the scene of the lynching. People in 

automobiles and carriages came from miles around to view the corpse dangling from the 

end of a rope under the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway bridge. Picture card 

photographers installed a portable printing plant at the bridge and reaped a harvest in 

selling postcards showing a photograph of the lynched Negro.43 

 

 In this instance, both professional photographers and amateur camera-owning spectators used 

the medium of photography to bring home the lynching event as a keepsake. Allen discovered 

the photographs in his collection, both of professional and amateur origin, in family albums, attic 

trunks, and flea markets, therefore proving that objects considered to be lynching memorabilia 

were frequently hidden amongst family possessions or discarded as a means of avoiding the law. 

                                                 
42 Douglas R. Nickel, Snapshots: The Photography of Everyday Life, 1888 to the Present (San Francisco Museum 

of Modern Art, 2001), 9. 
43 Allen, Without Sanctuary, 11. Originally quoted in Crisis (June 1915), 71. 
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The government, however, did not have the ability to cease the printing of images taken at 

lynching events from being printed and distributed in the press. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ALLEN BROOKS AND EMMETT TILL: THE SECOND-HAND CONSUMPTION OF 

IMAGERY IN THE PRESS 

In the mid-19th-century wire services such as the Associated Press (AP) were rapidly 

growing, allowing for quick, consistent press coverage across the nation.44 Prior to the 

widespread use of the wire the views of newspapers, especially those of small towns, typically 

reflected those belonging to the “dominant local elites” and newspaper owners.45 According to 

sociologist Ira M. Wasserman, during this time the media had a specific way of writing to 

“attempt to induce actors toward behavior that is unusual, entertaining, or newsworthy.”46 He 

considers there to have been three biases that media employed to mold public opinion which 

included reporting events as soon as they occurred, only presenting news that interested the 

audience of that media, and, heavily reporting news that occurred geographically close to the 

audience. Wasserman’s research has led him to believe that the utilization of these three biases 

could have negative social consequences, such as reinforcing the use of lynching as punishment. 

Newspaper editor Ida B. Wells47 demonstrates Wasserman’s belief in her statement 

regarding lynchings written in the late-nineteenth-century: “the details of these horrible outrages 

seldom reach beyond the narrow world where they occur. Those who commit the murders write 

                                                 
44 According to the Associated Press website, the organization was founded in 1846 when five New York City 

newspapers funded the creation of a pony express route that would allow news of the Mexican War to travel north 

faster than the U.S. Post Office could deliver it. 
45 Ira M. Wasserman, How the American Media Packaged Lynching (1850-1940): Constructing the Meaning of 

Social Events (New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2006), 52. 
46 Ira M. Wasserman, “Media Rhetoric and Images of Lynching in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries,” 

Michigan Sociological Review 12 (1998): 69. 
47 Ida B. Wells, an African American woman, is best known for having written a controversial editorial following 

the lynching of three black grocery store owners in Memphis, Tennessee in March 1892. She asserted, “nobody in 

this section of the country believes the old threadbare lie that Negro men rape white women. If Southern men are not 

careful they will overreach themselves and public sentiment will have a reaction; a conclusion will then be reached 

which will be very damaging to the moral reputation of their women,” which led to backlash. See Sarah Silkey, 

Black Woman Reformer: Ida B. Wells, Lynching, & Transatlantic Activism (University of Georgia Press, 2015). 
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the reports, and hence these lasting blots upon the honor of a nation cause but a faint ripple on 

the outside world.”48 However, with the arrival of the wire, national newspapers were able to 

comment on lynching culture to a much larger audience than before. The following two case 

studies, separated by nearly half a century – the 1910 lynching of Allen Brooks and the well-

covered lynching of Emmett Till in 1955 – illustrate the changing attitudes of the press as both 

regional and national entities in their reporting of lynching events.49  

 Although the wire encouraged uniform coverage of news events, bias examinations were 

still apparent in published articles. The lynching of Allen Brooks which occurred March 3, 1910 

in Dallas, Texas “was transmitted to every section of the United States” via the AP, extending 

northeast-and-west to The New York Times and Duluth News Tribune.50 However, there are 

evident differences in the interpretations of lynchings between these two Northern papers and the 

numerous small town papers of Texas.51  

An article in the Abilene Semi-Weekly Farm Reporter published one day after the event, 

March 4, 1910, in his discussion of the courtroom proceedings, reported the presence at Brooks’ 

trial of two pastors from “colored” churches. However, the author jumped to conclusions in 

writing, “that the negroes were interested in the legal punishment of Brooks was proven by the 

request made to [the judge] […] that they be allowed to witness the trial,” continuing, “these 

                                                 
48 Amanda K. Frisken, “’A Song Without Words’ Anti-Lynching Imagery in the African American Press, 1889-

1898,” The Journal of African American History 97, no. 3 (2012): 246. 
49 Whether the death of Emmett Till was considered a lynching or a murder is frequently discussed in scholarship. I 

have chosen to refer to it as a lynching as that is the word Till’s mother, Mamie Till Bradley, used in her memoir. 

While many believed that it was a murder because it lacked the spectacle of a lynching, she argued that the two 

accused of his murder later spoke of using Till’s brutal death as a warning to other African Americans, which was a 

key aspect of a lynching. See Mamie Till-Mobley and Christopher Benson, Death of Innocence: The Story of the 

Hate Crime That Changed America (New York: Random House, 2003). 
50 “Assaulter of Infant White Girl Richly Expiates Heinous Crime,” Abilene Semi-Weekly Farm Reporter (Abilene, 

Texas), March 4, 1910. 
51 The New York Times and Duluth News Tribune are the only two newspaper from the northern United States that I 

found in my research that discuss the Allen Brooks lynching. 
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negroes were unanimous in their opinion that the negro be punished immediately for his 

crime.”52 Here, the Abilene Semi-Weekly Farm Reporter failed to provide evidence of their 

assumptions as the two pastors may have attended the trial to support the accused criminal. 

Additionally, in the case of Brooks, the Texas newspaper Laredo Weekly Times explained that 

the mob was “not composed of the riff-raff element of the city alone, as many prominent 

business men were associated with it […] the horror of the negro’s crime had so fired the blood 

of the inhabitants of the city that they were prepared to go to any extreme to see justice done and 

an example placed before the eyes of the other negroes.”53 By connecting well-to-do men with 

the spectacle, the author erases any assumption that the lynching was the result of an unruly 

crowd, while assigning the term “justice” to their actions legitimizes punishment to blacks 

considered to be criminals.  

In comparison to the above newspapers of Texas, The Duluth News Tribune of Duluth, 

Minnesota and The New York Times of New York, New York, both publications of former Union 

states in the North, appear to have very similar accounts of Brooks’ lynching but utilize rhetoric 

that greatly differs from the Southern papers in their moral leanings. For instance, the front cover 

of The Duluth News Tribune for the morning of March 4, 1910 had an article titled “Negro 

Seized in Court Room and Executed.”54 The use of the word “seized” alludes to the mob having 

forcibly taken ahold of Brooks, while the choice of “executed” conjures up images of brutal 

killings. With only the title of the article on the front page The Duluth News Tribune makes its 

opinion of the lynching known. In the body of the article, which continues onto page seven, the 

author, in detailing the mob’s overtaking of Brooks, states, “[he] was seized in the courtroom, 

                                                 
52 “Assaulter of Infant White Girl Richly Expiates Heinous Crime.” 
53 “Elks’ Arch is Gallows,” Laredo Weekly Times (Laredo, Texas), March 6, 1910. 
54 “Negro Seized in Court Room and Executed,” The Duluth News Tribune (Duluth, Minnesota), March 4, 1910. 
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where he was to receive the law’s justice, thrust through a window to the main body of the mob 

which waited like a pack of wolves for their prey in the street below.”55 Here, the author first 

points out that the mob interrupted Brooks’ legal trial in court and then refers to them as a 

predatory animal waiting for their black prey. Although this article also includes that “an old 

negro” led the mob, it is clear by the details used that The Duluth News Tribune believes the 

mob’s actions were barbaric. 

The New York Times, on the other hand, lived up to its moniker of “the paper of record” 

by reporting the facts of the Allen Brooks lynching in an unbiased manner.56 The newspaper 

published the extensive article on the front page under the straight-forward title of “Mob Storms 

Court and Lynches Negro” in the March 4, 1910 issue. The body of the article is preluded with 

the italicized statement “Special to The New York Times,” informing the reader that the news 

was received via the wire. The author details the seizure of Brooks from the courtroom onto the 

pavement outside after which he was dragged through the streets and hanged. Continuing, the 

mob is described as having “stormed the jail, bent on lynching three more negroes and one white 

man” all of whom were taken away to safety by police earlier in the day.57 The New York Times 

then seems to be calling attention to the barbaric actions of the mob by writing that the militia 

was called into town and saloons were closed, while the mob gave “savage threats to lynch the 

firemen” who were attempting to guard the jail.58 However, in the following paragraph the 

author blames “negroes” for “a long series of brutal crimes […] murders, burglaries, purse 

snatchings, and highway robberies […]” before returning to details of the courtroom 

                                                 
55 Ibid. 
56 Wasserman, How the American Media Packaged Lynching (1850-1940), 59. 
57 “Mob Storms Court and Lynches Negro,” The New York Times (New York, New York), March 4, 1910. 
58 Ibid. 
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proceedings.59 According to the report, “fifty or more deputy sheriffs” stood in the stairways to 

hold off the surging mob, even throwing “heavy chains” across the stairs to prevent mob access 

to the courtroom, but the chains were quickly “snapped” by the crowd and Brooks was seized.60 

When the mob returned to the jail for the other accused criminals they “took steel for battering 

rams, partly smashed in the door, and set about demolishing the brick underpinning of the 

building” through the display of dynamite.61 The New York Times creates a unique balance that 

highlights both the crime of Brooks and the brutality of the mob without making assumptions 

like the newspapers of Texas previously detailed. 

In the almost half a century between the Allen Brooks lynching of 1910 and the Emmett 

Till lynching of 1955 a significant shift is evident in the media’s view of racial violence. Situated 

between the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education court case and Rosa Parks’ refusal to give up her 

seat on a Montgomery, Alabama bus in December 1955, the lynching of Emmett Till on August 

24, 1955 is considered a pivotal point in the civil rights movement. According to Christine 

Harold and Kevin Michael DeLuca, the corpse of Emmett Till, both in photographs and on 

exhibit in an open casket, became a rallying point for the black community.62 

Emmett Till was a boy from Chicago who left his home in the summer of 1955 to visit 

family in Money, Mississippi. As the story goes, Till and his friends visited Bryant’s Grocery 

and Meat Market on August 24 where Till interacted with the market owner’s wife, Carolyn 

Bryant, a white woman. The exact exchange between Bryant and Till is still contested today as, 

according to Bryant, Till called her controversial names including “baby” and whistled at her as 

                                                 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid. 
62 See Christine Harold and Kevin Michael DeLuca, “Behold the Corpse: Violent Images and the Case of Emmett 

Till,” Rhetoric and Public Affairs 8, no. 2 (2005): 263-286. 
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he and his friends exited the store. However, according to Till’s friends, he only innocently said 

“bye, baby.”63 One week later, on August 31, Till’s naked corpse was found floating in the 

Tallahatchie River with a large metal cotton gin fan tied to his neck with barbed wire. His face 

was severely beaten and there was evidence of a gunshot to the head. 

Jet magazine, advertised as “The Weekly News Negro Magazine,” was the first news 

source to publish the photographs of Emmett Till’s brutally murdered body.64 The September 15, 

1955 issue dedicated four pages to the article titled ‘Nation Horrified by Murder of Kidnapped 

Chicago Youth.’ In it Till was described as a “chubby 14-year-old Chicagoan” and included his 

nickname of “Bobo,” both details painting a picture of a non-threatening boy.65 Seven 

photographs accompanied the article, the first of Till and his mother in their Sunday best with the 

caption, “Mrs. Mamie Bradley and slain son, who was slated to enter 8th grade in Chicago this 

fall. He was her only child.”66 The text complementing each image has a specific duty, such as 

these two sentences which aim to make the reader relate to his mother’s pains at the loss of her 

only child. On the facing page, there is an image of the Greenwood Sheriff kneeling next to the 

200-pound fan found attached to Till’s body. The large size of the object is obvious when 

situated next to the man allowing the audience to imagine its weight. Also in this spread is an 

image of two of Till’s cousins who were present at the scene of his so-called crime and one of 

his Reverend Grandfather with whom he was staying during his visit to Mississippi. The 

following two-page spread has three photographs printed of Till’s mangled body. Two small 

images laid out next to each other show Mrs. Mamie Bradley held from behind by an 
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unidentified man looking longingly at her son’s “brutally battered” body.67 To its right is a close-

up of Till’s swelled face missing both an ear and an eyeball. The caption claims more than 

600,000 people attended his open casket funeral service. The facing page contains a large print 

of Till’s face at an angle differing from the previous image. Again, the reader sees the boy’s 

swollen face part of which is clearly smashed inwards from brute force. The caption reads: 

“Close-up of lynch victim bares mute evidence of horrible slaying. Chicago undertaker A. A. 

Raynor said youth had not been castrated as was rumored. Mutilated face of victim was left 

unretouched by mortician at mother’s request. She said she wanted ‘all the world’ to witness the 

atrocity.”68 

Till’s mother did indeed want the world to see her son’s lynched body, stating:  

I knew that I could talk for the rest of my life about what happened to my baby, I could 

explain it in great detail, I could describe what I saw laid out there on that slab at A. A. 

Raynor’s, one piece, one inch, one body part, at a time. I could do all of that and people 

still would not get the full impact. They would not be able to visualize what had 

happened, unless they were allowed to see the results of what had happened. They had to 

see what I had seen. The whole nation had to bear witness to this.69 

 

Dora Apel has argued that by having politicized the murder of her son on a national platform, 

Till’s mother “shifted the emphasis of earlier white supremacist photographs of spectacle 

lynchings from the shaming of the black subject to a black-controlled ‘spectacle-funeral’ that 

refused to derealize the horror and grief of radical violence.”70 By claiming ownership of her 

son’s image, his mother fought the previous century of white superiority that was prominent in 

photographs and, therefore, the media. 
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 An issue that arises throughout scholarship on images of atrocities is that of a photograph 

not showing the actions surrounding the single exposed moment. The text added to postcards of 

lynchings and that accompanying similar photographs in newspapers has the ability to construct 

more than initially visible, however the spectacles can never be fully fathomed from these 

snapshots. In The Emancipated Spectator, Jacques Rancière includes a chapter entitled ‘The 

Intolerable Image’ in which he contemplates the acceptability of making and viewing images 

deemed intolerable. Through the example of four photographs taken in an Auschwitz gas 

chamber by a member of the Sonderkommando, Rancière explains that, even when exhibited 

together, the images do not “represent the reality” of the horrific event.71 This is because “they 

did not show the extermination of the Jews in the gas chamber; […] reality is never entirely 

soluble in the visible; and finally, because at the heart of the event […] there is something 

unrepresentable – something that cannot structurally be fixed in an image.”72 Susan Crane also 

comments on the inability of imagery to justify a traumatic event through the example of the 

Allied Signal Corps film that was shown to the German population after World War II as a 

means of confronting them with evidence of Nazi crimes. She writes, “responsible scholars and 

students know that [The Signal Corps film], which documents some of the western German 

concentration camps in disarray and the Final Solution’s uncontrolled devolution, is only ever a 

partial representation of a longer and more terribly diverse event.”73  

The idea of photographs lacking in the ability to fully represent events, especially those 

of atrocity and trauma, can be applied to photographs of lynchings in that the images do not 

illustrate the fear of the victim or anger of the crowd as vigilantes dragged the target to a site and 
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brutally abused him. Ken Gonzales-Day states in his book Lynching in the West: 1850-1935, that 

it must be recognized that photographs of lynchings are “highly abbreviated record[s] of the 

event[s].”74 Though it may become obscured through the still, visual space of a photograph, of 

course the environment surrounding a lynching involved all senses; as Wood explains, the mob 

would often be shouting and chanting, speeches would be given, victims would pray aloud, cry, 

and scream, all overwhelming the sense of hearing.75 Depending on the crowd size and the space, 

pushing would occur which would be felt via touch, and if a victim was being burned the sense 

of smell would be activated. None of these other senses can truly be felt by looking at a 

photograph. 

Ulrich Baer also provides key scholarship on photographs as pure moments in time taken 

from a specific standpoint, referring to them as “shiny squares lifted from an incessant current 

that surges ever forward beyond their borders.”76 He explains that this – the concept of time and 

history being a narrative that photography freezes – is the basic idea of the Heraclitean model, 

which he believes to be what photography criticism is most invested in.77 Baer, however, argues 

that the Democritean perspective of the world, in which “every event is random, contingent, and 

remains potentially separate from any other,” is the best way to look at photography.78 From the 

viewpoint of this thesis, lynching photographs behave as detailed by the Heraclitean perspective 

as time continues beyond the captured moment and impacts its later viewing. History and new 

experiences are constantly building as the context of viewing photographs and the gaze doing so 

are consistently changing. What Baer refers to as “Heraclitus’s notion of history as a flowing 
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river” is exactly how photographs of lynchings must be viewed – in conjunction with the events 

surrounding the individual captured moment.79 

In the case of Emmett Till there are two crucial moments that are contested as exact 

details are unknown. There is no visual record, only an anecdotal oral one, of the moment of his 

exchange with Carolyn Bryant, for which he was murdered, and that of his death on the bank of 

the Tallahatchie River. Each of these absences support the acquittal of his murderers who later 

admitted to the crime. During the trial of Roy Bryant and J. W. Milam, witnesses for the two 

men argued that the body pulled from the river was far too decomposed to be Till’s who only 

went missing three days before the corpse was found by fishermen. The inability to identify the 

body was backed by a local physician and undertaker which the all-male all-white jury 

unanimously agreed with because “the state failed to prove that the recovered body was Emmett 

Till’s.”80 

However, in January of 1956, two short months after Bryant and Milam were found not 

guilty of kidnapping and murdering Till, Look magazine published their confession. Written by 

journalist William Bradford Huie, the five-page article entitled “The Shocking Story of 

Approved Killing in Mississippi” details the day of and days following Till’s accused crime with 

specific rhetoric and storytelling devices to gain audience empathy for the Bryant family. These 

writing strategies echo back to the earlier discussion of Wasserman’s three biases, one of which 

is reporting events that would interest that publication’s specific audience. By beginning the 

article with discussing Carolyn and Roy’s “poor” lifestyle, her choice to never work in the store 

alone, and the fact that Roy was out of town the day of the interaction, Huie paints the family as 
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hardworking and innocent to create a connection between them and other local, struggling 

families. “The sum of the facts on which most newspaper readers based an opinion,” according 

to Huie, included: Till and his friends were seated outside of the Bryant’s store when the boy 

bragged to his peers about his successes with white women back in Chicago, which led them to 

dare Till to get a date with Carolyn Bryant who was working inside; he entered alone, asked for 

“two cents’ worth of bubble gum” and squeezed Bryant’s hand stating, “how about a date, 

Baby?”; after the incident Till was dragged out of the store by a cousin as Bryant ran for a pistol 

kept in a car outside, which is when he “executed the ‘wolf whistle.’”81 The article continues, 

describing Roy Bryant and J. W. Milam being informed of the event upon returning home, them 

pulling Till from his bed around 2:00 am on Sunday, August 28th, and their three hour drive 

around the area with Till in the bed of the pickup. Upon settling on Milam’s property, the duo 

pistol-whipped Till, which Huie highlights to be “a court-martial offense in the Army,” to 

threaten the 14-year-old who allegedly responded with statements proclaiming he was not afraid 

of them.82 Bryant and Milam then took Till to the bank of the Tallahatchie River where they 

forced him to undress, shot him in the right ear, “barb-wired the gin fan to his neck, [and] rolled 

him into 20 feet of water.”83 These so-called “facts” were not frozen in time via the medium of 

photography leaving a void created by the images that do exist, the portraits and post mortems, 

and those that do not. This absence causes “the violence [to] remain unseen, forever caught 

somewhere between the two photographs.”84  
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When Till’s lynching is written about in historical contexts two images are typically 

chosen to illustrate the narrative – either a portrait of the young boy in a button-up shirt, tie, and 

hat, or the portrait included in the September 15, 1955 issue of Jet depicting Till and Mamie 

Bradley in nice attire, consistently alongside the close-up image of Till’s brutally battered face, 

also published in the same issue of Jet. Frequently a “before” and an “after” are used as an iconic 

pair in which one cannot be seen without conjuring the second. Smith calls these sets “paired 

pictures [that] are partial and insufficient [as] they miss their referent, his murder, entirely.”85 

Without an image of the actions between the two, we can only infer what happened from the 

photograph of his corpse. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RECENT EXHIBITION AND APPROPRIATION 

In January of 2000, photography collector James E. Allen opened an exhibition entitled 

“Witness: Photographs of Lynchings from the Collection of James Allen” at the Roth Horowitz 

Gallery.86 The approximately 60 small, mainly black and white images were selected from the 

Allen/Littlefield Collection, on deposit in the Special Collections Department of the Robert W. 

Woodruff Library at Emory University. Allen had always had an interest in Civil Rights 

memorabilia, so when, in the 1980s, he came across a lynching postcard for sale by a dealer – 

one depicting Leo Frank, a white Jewish man, hanging from a tree – he immediately purchased 

it. Shortly after this he found another, this time of a black girl. It was then that Allen decided to 

collect as many photographs of lynchings as possible by putting ads in magazines, calling 

postcard dealers, and speaking with people who may come across the desired images. With 

financial assistance from his partner John Littlefield, Allen has paid as low as $15 and as high as 

$30,000 for a single photograph, further commodifying the viewing but enabling new contexts in 

which to do so.87 

 At the Roth Horowitz Gallery, the photographs were laid out on display tables and hung on 

the walls as art, presented without any explanatory or contextual information. The Upper East 

Side gallery, which previously only drew about fifteen or twenty visitors on Saturdays, according 

to owner Andrew Roth, was now limiting the amount of people inside of the gallery at one time 
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to twenty-five due to the hundreds outside.88  Art historian Anthony W. Lee described the scene 

as “men and women jostled elbow-to-elbow, overwhelming the small room,” a comparison to the 

spectacle of lynchings that would be observed by many subsequent journalists and scholars.89  

Immediately following the closing, the New York Historical Society reopened the exhibition 

as “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America,” the first of five other venues that 

would exhibit images from Allen’s collection under this title. As the exhibition was not a 

traveling exhibit created by one institution, each location selected different photographs from the 

collection and supplemented the presentation with its own historic materials, therefore creating 

unique narratives. The New York Historical Society was the first to do this, not only displaying 

Allen’s photographs and postcards but also “materials from the society’s collection to provide a 

historical context missing for the images at Roth Horowitz.”90  Approximately 50,000 

individuals attended the exhibition within the first four months.91 This quantity only increased at 

each subsequent venue as articles and essays were published at a national level encouraging 

people to attend and view the photographs themselves. 

Bringing “Without Sanctuary” to the South in 2002, for what would be the first time, proved 

to be highly controversial as both the Atlanta History Center and Emory University were careful 

in explaining their choices to not organize the exhibition. Instead, the Martin Luther King, Jr. 

National Historic Site created a team as this installation of the exhibition was the first instance in 

which James Allen was not involved in the planning. The group included curator Dr. Joseph F. 

Jordan, who wrote in a June 16, 2002 opinion piece, “Many of [the] onlookers gaze directly into 
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the camera lens, posing as if they were honorably gathered and would be remembered over the 

passing years in honorable terms. I want the public to see those faces […]. My intent is to deny 

those perpetrators the sanctuary of the faded page, or the faded memory.”92 Here, Jordan 

expresses his reason for wanting to organize the controversial exhibition while acknowledging 

the photographed spectators’ desire to be cemented in history as being at the lynching event. 

Near the entrance to “Without Sanctuary,” a wall was filled with the words of Martin Luther 

King, Jr.: “It is no longer a choice, my friends, between violence and nonviolence. It is either 

nonviolence or nonexistence.”93 American Historian Grace Elizabeth Hale argues that the 

juxtaposition between King’s “integrationist dream” and the lynching photographs depicting a 

segregated world asks the visitors to think about the contrast between two ways of organizing 

society. Though the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site included some anti-lynching 

material, the exhibition presented a world in which segregation was the only way of life. This 

was accomplished through the playing of Billie Holiday’s Strange Fruit over a speaker in the 

entrance hall, transporting visitors back to the time it was written, one in which lynchings were 

still common and segregation was enforced. Additionally, her words, “Black bodies swinging in 

the southern breeze / Strange fruit hanging from the popular trees,” were printed on the entrance 

hall wall.94 On another wall Claude McKay’s 1919 poem “If We Must Die” was verbalized, 

which includes the powerful sentence, “Like men we’ll face the murderous, cowardly pack / 

Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back!” while nearby, a map of the southern United States 

illustrated the body count by county. Each of these audible and visual details brought the fear felt 

by those who identified with lynching victims and witnessed the events to the present. The 
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exhibition room itself was small with walls painted black and a red carpet throughout, creating a 

claustrophobic feeling like McKay’s line, “Pressed to the wall […].” There were about forty 

photographs lining three of the walls, with a display case of anti-lynching documents on the 

fourth. In the center of the room sat six display cases full of materials related to those belonging 

to Allen. It is believed that about 168,000 people visited “Without Sanctuary” at the Martin 

Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site.95 

In the end, Emory University formed “a collaborative partnership” with the Martin Luther 

King, Jr. National Historic Site to present multiple special events to the public.96 The decision to 

sponsor the exhibit only came after a report from a committee of Emory University staff, faculty, 

and students supporting the partnership was brought to light. On May 1, 2002, the opening day 

of “Without Sanctuary,” the two institutions partnered to hold a Day of Remembrance, which 

included an opening ceremony, screenings of the films Ida B. Wells: A Passion for Justice and 

Strange Fruit, and an interfaith memorial service.97 Additionally, Emory University held a 

conference, “Lynching and Racial Violence in America: Histories and Legacies,” October 3-6, 

2002 that included twenty-five panels such as “Racial Violence Outside the South,” 

“International Perspectives on Lynching and Genocide,” and “Artistic Responses to Lynching 

and Racial Violence.”98 To be used in conjunction with visiting the exhibition, the University 

also created a curriculum for teachers of seventh through twelfth grade students that included 

samples of a school letter to parents and a permission form for children to view “Without 
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Sanctuary.”99 Unlike previous organizing institutions, the Martin Luther King, Jr. National 

Historic Site and Emory University created unique platforms for the community to safely 

interpret, discuss, and learn about the photographs included in the exhibition and the history 

surrounding them.  

 “Without Sanctuary” opened at its final space of the tour, the Chicago Historical Society, in 

early June 2005. Coincidentally, at the same time, FBI investigators unearthed Emmett Till’s 

casket in order to perform an autopsy with hopes of providing further information about his 

death, bringing the brutal lynching of the local boy that had occurred only 50 years earlier back 

into the public spotlight. The exhibition opened with text linking the history captured within 

Allen’s collection to the 1955 murder of Till. To create a fluid narrative the show was divided 

into multiple sections: it began with 55 photographs from Allen’s collection that were followed 

by a space offering a rest from the intense imagery. This room contained a wall on which the 

names of 500 lynching victims were written. When ready the visitor continued into a gallery 

containing anti-lynching materials, followed by a section devoted to Till.100 Here, was where past 

and present, the murder of Emmett Till and the exhumation of his corpse, merged to illustrate the 

small distance between present and past racial violence. The exhibition concluded with a space 

where visitors could write their comments and take a memorial card dedicated to a specific 

lynching victim.101 
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 In conjunction with “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” a catalog of 

photographs of the same title was published in 2000 by Twin Palms Publishers. Most of the book 

is made up of illustrations of 101 photographs collected by Allen that are each detailed in a 

“Notes on The Plates” section authored by the collector. These notes range from titles and dates 

to details of the lynching events compiled by Allen from historic publications. Included in 

Without Sanctuary is a Foreword by Congressman John Lewis and essays by American historian 

Leon F. Litwack and black writer Hilton Als. Following Allen’s “Notes on the Plates” is an 

autobiographical Afterword describing his life as a “picker.” Copies of the accompanying 

catalog were sold at the gift shop of venues hosting ‘Without Sanctuary’ leading some to make 

comparisons between the commodification of lynching images in the form of a book and the 

original commodification of lynching images as postcards. Art historian Reilley Bishop-Stall 

describes this connection as “uncomfortable” as black bodies continue to be bought and sold for 

profit.102 

James Allen and organizing curators created new contexts in which to view photographs of 

lynchings by putting them on exhibition and, most often, including related materials in the 

displays to illustrate a larger history of racial violence. Just as these institutions aimed to drive 

present-day viewers to confront the past and its possible repetition, artist Ken Gonzales-Day has 

created artworks that act in a similar manner. In 2002, Gonzales-Day began his ongoing series 

Erased Lynching in which he digitally removes the victim from archival images, so that the 

viewer’s gaze shifts to the gathered crowd. In Wako, TX (Jesse Washington, 1916), Gonzales-

Day utilizes a photograph from the 1916 lynching of Jesse Washington, a mentally handicapped 
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seventeen-year-old boy accused of murdering a white woman (fig. 12). Washington supposedly 

confessed to the murder, under which pressures is unknown, and was consequently dragged to 

the lynching site. According to Allen, fifteen thousand people packed the public square where 

bonfire preparations had already been made.103 Washington was beaten, castrated, and his ears 

were cut off before being attached to a tree by an iron chain. He was then repeatedly lowered 

into the bonfire flames and lifted out again by the mob as the crowd roared, “Burn him!”104 In 

the image from Erased Lynching, Gonzales-Day has removed the victim’s charred body, seen 

suspended above what remained of the fire. To the left of the tree trunk figures are barely visible 

through the smoke, however, to the right stands one man in front of a crowd. Partially cut off by 

the border, he leans into the image to ensure that he is photographed with Washington’s body as 

proof of the kill. By digitally manipulating the photograph, the modern spectator is confronted 

with the man’s expressionless face that seems unbothered by the missing body anticipated by the 

series’ title. 

Regarding Erased Lynching, the artist stated in an interview, “the missing body is about not 

wanting to re-victimize these people.”105 In accomplishing this, Gonzales-Day creates an 

environment in which the viewer can focus on the assaulting mob, a group that in the original 

images can be unacknowledged by the gaze due to the horror of seeing a lynched corpse. Baer 

cites film scholar Fatimah Rony’s analysis of “a potentially redemptive reappropriation of 

images” from minority ethnic communities to understand how one can experience a history that 

is unknown due to trauma.106 She suggests that “we may be able to re-see images of victimhood 
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from positions that break with the photographer’s perspective of mastery.”107 These positions are 

what Gonzales-Day creates for the viewer of Erased Lynching; no longer are we so focused on 

the photographer’s perspective of the victim that we do not analyze the mob, originally a side-

note of the imaged spectacle. Without the victim pictured, Gonzales-Day gives us the 

opportunity to ask, as Hale wishes to do but cannot in viewing “Without Sanctuary”, why do we 

not learn the names of the executioners?108 In Wako, TX (Jesse Washington, 1916), the viewer is 

able to witness the posed, well-dressed man, question his presence, and possibly find him in 

other images of the event. 

In another example titled Hanging of "Percy Hand" (Stout's Marsh, 1912), the artist 

appropriates a photograph by the Taylor Brothers (fig. 13). When viewing the image 

manipulated by Gonzales-Day it is hard to identify where the victim was in the original 

photograph amongst the large, posed group of males. Two horses pull a wagon that appears to 

carry part of the gallows which has men perched atop it. Extending from there to a tree is a beam 

with men standing below it. Upon close examination, this is the clue as to where the victim was 

in the original photograph as the second man on the left has a pistol in his hand which is 

extended upwards as if it is pointed at a body suspended from the beam. There is a variant of this 

image in the University of Wisconsin Digital Collections with the only difference being the 

poses of the men beneath the beam and the inclusion of the lynched victim (fig. 14). Gonzales-

Day’s erasure of Percy Hand and the rope used to lynch him makes this posed photograph 

resemble that of a typical group or family portrait. This comparison is significant as it illustrates 

how normalized lynchings were in the early 20th-century. If Gonzales-Day had also erased the 
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handwritten title, “The Hanging of Percy Hand on Stout’s Marsh – 1912 Taylor Bros,” this 

photograph could easily be mistaken for one capturing the workers on a farm. Instead, it acts as a 

trophy memorializing the men and their kill. The image is obscured without the series title of 

Erased Lynching attached to it. 

An important aspect of Erased Lynching is how the images in the series are exhibited. 

Installation photographs on Gonzales-Day’s website show the photographs printed to mimic the 

scale of the archival materials, each matted and framed, while also showing other instances in 

which photographs were printed larger than life. Regardless of size, the viewer is given the 

opportunity to become a part of the crowd to view the photographs. If an image is printed 

postcard size, one must get close to the photograph and intimately interrogate its content, 

possibly craning one’s neck around other visitors for a better view; if printed life-size or larger 

one must back up, step closer, move around the mural while adjusting the height of one’s vision 

to witness the erased spectacle.  

One work consistently printed on wallpaper and sized based on the exhibition space, at times 

even mounted on two walls that meet at a corner, is The Wonder Gaze (St. James Park) (fig. 15). 

Most of this image by Gonzales-Day is the black of the night sky, but there is a lone three-armed 

tree in the center surrounded by a crowd taking up the lower portion of the frame. Full bodies are 

not illustrated as the scene was either captured on an angle or the ground dipped at the site 

causing an odd perspective. A violent flash was used in the creation of the image as those 

individuals turned around to face the camera are highly contrasted with the dark sky, barely 

allowing for facial features to be seen. Without knowledge of the original photograph or series 

title one may ask, what is this well-dressed crowd gathered at night for? When one realizes one’s 

body and movements in relation to those pictured they may ask, in what am I participating? 
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Gonzales-Day also created the series Searching for California Hang Trees that consists of 

photographs that address the sites of lynchings in the state. This grew out of the artist’s research 

conducted for his publication Lynching in the West: 1850-1935, in which he compiled a list “of 

persons lynched or summarily hanged in California since it became the thirty-first state in the 

Union on September 9, 1850.”109 Gonzales-Day attempted to find most of the 352 sites where 

lynchings took place. Not all still existed but where a tree stood he would photograph in the style 

of traditional landscape photography.110 In one example titled Sonoma County, CA, 2005, a lush, 

wide, towering tree stands in a field (fig. 16). A small wire fence runs along the foreground of 

the image and, on the left, a hill is off in the distance. The tree is anonymous with only a county 

noted in the title and no story of its history is described. Not a single sign exists in the 

photograph that a body was once suspended from its branches as spectators gathered to witness 

the spectacle. 

Like the photographs included in Erased Lynching those in Searching for California Hang 

Trees are obscured without their series title. In an interview with Gonzales-Day he stated, “the 

two projects [Erased Lynching and Searching for California Hang Trees] were always meant to 

be together. […] Some institutions or exhibitions have a preference for one or the other. So there 

might be more of one or the other. But I always like to suggest that they put both in, if I can, 

[…].”111 By exhibiting these two series together, the artist and those involved in gallery planning 

“refocus the relations between presence and absence to help the viewer re-analyze those archived 

experiences in relation to the world.”112 In other words, by viewing a photograph of a present 

                                                 
109 Gonzales-Day, Lynching in the West, 206. 
110 See, Gonzales-Day, “Conversation,” 10. 
111 Ibid., 10-11. 
112 Baer, Spectral Evidence, 17. 
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place in which violence occurred next to archival images alluding to that violence viewers are 

able to better understand that the distance between present and past is quite short.  
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CONCLUSION 

As a photograph moves throughout history one gaze overlays another until we are in the 

present where artists appropriate lynching imagery and collectors display their unearthed finds of 

a family’s hidden history. Regardless of the context in which photographs of lynching events are 

viewed, the question consistently arises, is it appropriate for them to be shown, displayed, or 

exhibited? 

Sontag claims that exhibitions like “Without Sanctuary” could possibly “cater to voyeuristic 

appetites and perpetuate images of black victimization,” a point also brought up by Apel.113 

Photography has a contradictory capacity to aid in both the creation and conviction of human 

suffering, and some are concerned that by viewing atrocity images people will think they have 

acted against the presented issue. Simon writes his suspicions that, 

the act of viewing photographic images of suffering and death will be taken in itself as a 

sufficient act of ethical witness, sufficient as an act of historical repair requiring little further 

thought and action. Thus the concern that, after attending an exhibition of photographs from 

the Allen and Littlefield collection, viewers may feel they need to look no further to 

understand the events rendered by these photographs, that historical violence requires only a 

personal empathetic response, and that the calamity that has occurred has now passed with 

little remaining consequence for contemporary life.114 

 

In response, he believes there is “a need for curatorial work that provokes viewers to move 

through and beyond engaging the photographs as historical referents that denote the ‘who, what, 

where, and when’ indexed by an image,” calling for an exhibition that might allow these images 

to “inhabit the present.”115 Perhaps the problem is not whether to view images of atrocities but 

rather the system in which the viewing is done. 

                                                 
113 Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others (New York: Picador, 2003), 92; Dora Apel, Imagery of Lynching: 

Black Men, White Women, and the Mob (New Brunswick, N.J: Rutgers University Press, 2004), 2. 
114 Simon, “A shock to thought,” 435-436. 
115 Ibid., 436. 
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In defense of his collection and its wide circulation via exhibition and an accompanying 

catalog, Allen has stated, “we have to know our history.”116 Many scholars agree with the 

collector. In the introduction to Imagery of Lynching, Apel explains that the book is an argument 

for the need to study photographs even when traumatic, writing, “we, as a nation, cannot afford 

to be innocent to these photos. The loss to historical understanding incurred by refusing to see 

them would only serve to whitewash the crimes of white supremacy.”117 Here, Apel echoes the 

later pages of Sontag’s Regarding the Pain of Others in which she writes, “let the atrocious 

images haunt us. Even if they are only token, and cannot possibly encompass most of the reality 

to which they refer, they still perform a vital function. The images say: This is what human 

beings are capable of doing – may volunteer to do, enthusiastically, self-righteously. Don’t 

forget.”118 The scholar, while acknowledging the inability of photographs to capture a complete 

environment, accepts that images of traumatic events have a role in the present understanding of 

history.  

Lee agrees by reminding us in his introduction to Lynching Photographs that “the alternative 

is not to look – to avert, avoid, deny, and repress.”119 However, in Crane’s essay “Choosing Not 

to Look: Representation, Repatriation, and Holocaust Atrocity Photography” she writes a reply 

to Lee: “‘Not looking’ is not the same as being irresponsible or refusing to acknowledge 

reality.”120  This example of a conversation via scholarship illustrates that the discussion of if and 

how to study, write about, and exhibit atrocity photographs will continue into the future. 

 

                                                 
116 Hale, “Without Sanctuary,” 993. 
117 Apel, Imagery of Lynching, 2. 
118 Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, 115. 
119 Lee, “Introduction,” in Apel and Smith Lynching Photographs, 2. Original emphasis. 
120 Crane, “Choosing Not to Look,” 328. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

 

 
 

Figure 1 

The lynching of nineteen-year-old Elias Clayton, nineteen-year-old Elmer Jackson, and twenty 

year-old Isaac McGhie. June 15, 1920, Duluth, Minnesota. Gelatin silver print. Real photo 

postcard. 3 ½ x 5 ½” Etched (in error) into the negative: “THREE NEGROES LYNCHED AT 

DULUTH, MINN. FOR RAPE. OCT, 1919 BY MPS” 
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Figure 2 

The lynching of Lige Daniels. Onlookers, including young boys. August 3, 1920, Center, Texas. 

Gelatin silver print. Real photo postcard. 3 ½ x 5 ½” 
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Figure 3 

The lynching of Thomas Shipp and Abram Smith, a large gathering of lynchers. August 7,1930, 

Marion, Indiana. Gelatin silver print. 9 ½ x 7 ½” Etched in the negative: “Marion, Ind. Aug. 

1930.” 

 

 
 

Figure 4 

Reverse of postcard (figure 5). This card bears the advertising stamp, “KATY ELECTRIC 

STUDIO TEMPLE TEXAS. H. LIPPE PROP.” Inscription in brown ink. 
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Figure 5 

Burnt corpse of William Stanley, August, 1915 Temple, Texas. Gelatin silver print. Real photo 

postcard. 5 ½ x 3 ½” 

 

 
 

Figure 6 

Reverse of postcard (figure 2). Ink inscription on reverse of this card. 
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Figure 7 

Reverse side of postcard (figure 8). Inscription. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 

Silhouetted corpse of African American Allen Brooks hanging from Elk’s Arch, surrounded by 

spectators. March 3, 1910, Dallas, Texas. Tinted lithographed postcard, postmarked June 11, 

1910, Dallas, Texas. 5 ½ x 3 ½” Printed and penciled inscriptions on border. 
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Figure 9 

The lynching of Virgil Jones, Robert Jones, Thomas Jones, and Joseph Riley. Black onlookers. 

July 31, 1908, Russellville, Logan County, Kentucky. Lithographed postcard. 5 ½ x 3 ½” Printed 

inscription on card. 

 

 
 

Figure 10 

Reverse of postcard (figure 9). Ink inscription on reverse. 
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Figure 11 

The lynching of Thomas Shipp and Abram Smith, a large gathering of lynchers. August 7, 1930, 

Marion, Indiana. Gelatin silver print. Copy photo. Frame, 11 x 9”, photo 37/8 x 23/4” Inscription in 

pencil on inner, grey matter and inscription in pencil on the yellowed outer matte. Flattened 

between the glass and double mattes are locks of the victim’s hair. 
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Figure 12 

Ken Gonzales-Day, Waco, TX (Jesse Washington, 1916), Erased Lynching Series. 
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Figure 13 

Ken Gonzales-Day, Hanging of "Percy Hand" (Stout's Marsh, 1912), Erased Lynching Series, 

2016. 

 

 
 

Figure 14 

Taylor Brothers, Hanging of Percy Hand on Stout’s, 1912. Glass plate negative. The University 

of Wisconsin. 
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Figure 15 

Ken Gonzales-Day, The Wonder Gaze (St. James Park, CA. 1935), 2006-2017, Erased Lynching 

Series. 

 

 
 

Figure 16 

Ken Gonzales-Day, Sonoma County, CA, 2005. 
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